ABSTRACT. For a compact Riemannian manifold M , k ≥ 2 and a uniformly quasiconformal transversely symplectic C k Anosov flow ϕ : R× M → M we define the longitudinal KAM-cocycle and use it to prove a rigidity result: E u ⊕ E s is Zygmund-regular, and higher regularity implies vanishing of the longitudinal KAM-cocycle, which in turn implies that E u ⊕ E s is Lipschitz-continuous. Results proved elsewhere then imply that the flow is smoothly conjugate to an algebraic one.
1. INTRODUCTION 1.1. Statement of main result. For Anosov systems (Definition 1.2) with both continuous and discrete time, interesting phenomena of smooth and geometric rigidity have been observed in connection with the degree of (transverse) regularity of the (weak) stable and unstable subbundles of these systems. The seminal result was the study of volume-preserving Anosov flows on 3-manifolds by Hurder and Katok [14] , which showed that the weak-stable and weak-unstable foliations are C 1+Zygmund (Definition 1.3)) and that there is an obstruction to higher regularity whose vanishing implies smoothness of these foliations. This, in turn, happens only if the Anosov flow is smoothly conjugate to an algebraic one. The cocycle obstruction described by K atok and Hurder was first observed by Anosov and is the first nonlinear coefficient in the Moser normal form. Therefore one might call it the KAM-cocycle. This should not be confused with "KAM" as in "Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser", and Hurder and Katok refer to this object as the Anosov-cocycle.
In [6] we showed some analogous rigidity features associated with the longitudinal direction, i.e., associated with various degrees of regularity of the sum of the strong stable and unstable subbundles: For a volume-preserving Anosov flow on a 3-manifold the strong stable and unstable foliations are Zygmundregular [20, Section II.3, (3·1)], and there is an obstruction to higher regularity, which admits a direct geometric interpretation and whose vanishing implies high smoothness of the joint strong subbundle and that the flow is either a suspension or a contact flow. We now push this to higher-dimensional systems: 
Background and terminology.
We now introduce the notions that play a role in this result and the proof.
DEFINITION 1.2 ([15]
). Let M be a manifold, ϕ : R × M → M a smooth flow. Then ϕ is said to be an Anosov flow if the tangent bundle T M splits as T M = E ϕ ⊕E u ⊕ E s (the flow, strong-unstable and strong-stable directions, respectively), where E ϕ (x) = Rφ(x) = {0} for all x ∈ M , in such a way that there are constants C > 0 < λ < 1 < η such that for t > 0 we have
The weak-unstable and weak-stable directions are
A canonical time-change is defined using a closed 1-form α by replacing the generator X of the flow by the vector field X /(1 + α(X )), provided α is such that the denominator is positive. (See Section 2 for more on canonical time-changes.)
The subbundles are invariant and (Hölder-) 
for all x ∈ U and sufficiently small h . To specify a value of Z we may refer to a function as being Z -Zygmund. The function is said to be "little Zygmund" (or
For maps between manifolds these definitions are applied in smooth local coordinates (see Appendix A, p. 15f ).
Zygmund regularity implies modulus of continuity O(|x log |x||) and hence HHölder continuity for all H < 1 [20, Section II.3, Theorem (3·4)]. It follows from Lipschitz-continuity and hence from differentiability. Being twice differentiable implies a quadratic Zygmund condition:
Being "little Zygmund" implies having modulus of continuity o(|x log |x||) and follows from differentiability but not from Lipschitz-continuity. The regularity of the unstable subbundle E u is usually substantially lower than that of the weak-unstable subbundle E u ⊕ E ϕ . The exception are geodesic flows, where the strong unstable subbundle is obtained from the weak-unstable subbundle by intersecting with the kernel of the invariant contact form. This has the effect that the strong-unstable and weak-unstable subbundles have the same regularity. However, time changes affect the regularity of the strong-unstable subbundle, and this is what typically keeps its regularity below C 1 . In [6] we presented a longitudinal KAM-cocycle that is the obstruction to differentiability, and we derived higher regularity from its vanishing. 
ϕ is a suspension or contact flow.
In 5. no stronger rigidity should be expected because E u ⊕ E s is smooth for all suspensions and contact flows. See [18, 1] for applications of this to magnetic flows. The work by Hurder and Katok in [14] inspired developments of substantial extensions to higher dimensions, see, for example, [13] . The present work extends our earlier work to higher-dimensional systems in this "longitudinal" context. This requires somewhat stringent assumptions, however. DEFINITION 1.5. An Anosov flow is said to be uniformly quasiconformal if
Av is the conorm of a linear map A. A uniformly quasiconformal Anosov flow is said to be rate-symmetric if it preserves volume and the stable and unstable subbundles have the same dimension. REMARK 1.6. We use the term rate-symmetric because for quasiconformal volume-preserving Anosov flows whose stable and unstable subbundles have the same dimension the contraction and expansion rates are close to being reciprocal. This condition follows from transverse symplecticity, which is a hypothesis for our main result. However, some of our results use only rate-symmetry. Note that rate-symmetry implies that at a periodic point the restriction to a stable or unstable subspace of the differential of a return map is complex-diagonalizable with all eigenvalues on the same circle. [7] . 
THEOREM 1.10 ([7, Corollary 1.8]). Let ψ be a hyperbolic automorphism of a torus or a nilmanifold Γ\M and consider a time-change of the suspension whose canonical 1-form is Lipschitz-continuous. Then the canonical form of the time-change is C ∞ , and the time-change is a canonical time-change (Definition 1.2).
1.4. Structure of this paper. We first make a few remarks about canonical timechanges because not all readers may be familiar with these. After some preliminary developments pertinent to establishing regularity of the strong subbundles in the following 2 sections, we then establish Zygmund-regularity of the joint strong subbundles in Section 5. The remainder of the paper then establishes that 1.⇒2.⇒3. in Theorem 1.1 (while 3.⇒4. was already discussed in the previous section). Specifically, 1.⇒2. is Proposition 6.5 and 2.⇒3. is Proposition 7.2.
The paper concludes with an appendix to show that Zygmund-regularity is well-defined when one uses charts; the account here is based on personal communication with Rafael de la Llave, and we are grateful for his permission to reproduce his arguments here.
CANONICAL TIME-CHANGES
We make a few remarks here about canonical time-changes (Definition 1.2) that are not needed for the sequel but may serve to show why this is a natural class of time-changes to expect in rigidity results for flows.
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Trivial time-changes). Consider a flow ϕ t generated by the vector field X and a smooth function f
conjugates the flow generated by the vector field X f :
Proof. Smoothness of f and 1 + d f (X ) > 0 ensure that Ψ is a diffeomorphism. Now we write x t = ϕ t (x) and use the chain rule to compute Proof. Writing β = α + d f with smooth f we observe that
Now use Proposition 2.1. Proof. We first note that two invariant 1-forms for an Anosov flow are proportional: Both being constant on X , this follows from the fact that a continuous 1-form that vanishes on X is trivial [5, Lemma 1] .
Since α is closed we have
which implies that L X A = 0, i.e., A is X -invariant and hence proportional to the canonical 1-form of X . But A(X ) = 1 then implies that A is equal to the canonical 1-form of X .
LOCAL ADAPTED COORDINATES
To prove regularity of E u ⊕ E s we use the Hadamard graph transform method [10, 15] . It was developed in order to prove the existence of invariant manifolds, and we examine it with a view to regularity of the subbundles. In essence, we apply it to the one-form whose kernel is E u ⊕ E s .
The graph transform acts on subbundles by ϕ by (u, t , s) .
Referring to (1), we will take
The promised adaptation of the coordinates is based on a result by Sadovskaya obtained by refining normal-form methods of Katok and Guysinsky [9, 8, 16] . We provide here the flow-version derived by Fang. The regularity assertion 3. can be seen from the proof in [19] . Also, a far less restrictive assumption than quasiconformality is quite sufficient here.
We now extend these linearizing coordinates from a local leaf to a neighborhood. produces the desired coordinate change because it is symplectic by construction, it restricts to the linearization h x on the stable leaf, and it does not change the other properties.
We will henceforth be using these coordinates, and we refer to them as linearizing coordinates.
THE GRAPH TRANSFORM AND HÖLDER REGULARITY
Since the subbundles are invariant under the flow, the coordinate representation of the flow preserves the axes of the local coordinate system as well as volume. Note that this flow produces maps between charts at different points.
The differential of ϕ T at points of the stable leaf (the third coordinate plane, or "s-axis") therefore takes the following form:
where α(s), β(s) and ξ(s) are n × n-matrices, η(s) = O( s ), ξ(s) = O( s ), and α(s) < 1 (using a Lyapunov metric). Here, all O(s) are uniform in p.
We use here that in the coordinates provided by Theorem 3.4 the entry α in ( 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The canonical invariant one-form A associated to the flow by
has the same regularity as e in the above representation of E u .
Proof. By invariance, A is smooth in the flow direction, so we need to verify the claim along the stable manifold. To that end we show that A (0,0,s) = d t − e(s). 
t − e(s).
To establish the desired regularity we will use the Hadamard Graph-Transform [15] . This is simply the natural action of d ϕ t on subbundles transverse to Thus the graph transform preserves Hölder continuity. More specifically, applying the graph transform to a subbundle that is H -Hölder with sufficiently large constant Z in local coordinates gives a subbundle with the same property (for the same Z and H ). Thus, for any H < 1 the unique fixed point of the graph transform lies in the space of H -Hölder subbundles, and we have shown We also use that by quasiconformality d f ↾ E u distorts volume by at most
is as in (2) . Rate-symmetry then gives
and hence
Thus,
To prove Proposition 4.2 take H ∈ (0, 1), then take T > 0 large enough such that
, and (using that
We will use that this implies
where the last step used (9) .
We return to this argument later. For now we note that while we need the full force of Corollary 4.3, Proposition 4.1 shows that the last part of the preceding argument is not necessary for proving regularity of E u ⊕ E s .
In order to improve Proposition 4.2 to the desired Zygmund regularity we will pursue a similar strategy.
ZYGMUND REGULARITY
To prove Zygmund regularity of the strong unstable subbundle we vary the strategy slightly from the one employed in Proposition 4.2. Instead of showing that the space of Z -Zygmund subbundles is preserved by the graph-transform for sufficiently large Z , we start with E u ⊕ E s itself, rather than a candidate for it, and we use that for s > ǫ > 0 the Zygmund condition is vacuous, because one can just choose a suitably large constant. Starting from this, the graph transform is then used to extend the Zygmund condition to ever smaller values of s, while controlling the Zygmund constant. Proof. Below we will use that η(s) + η(−s) ≤ C s for some C that is independent of t . To see this, note that by the C 2 assumption we can take M such that
Here we write η t for the corresponding derivative of ϕ t for clarity. One then gets
This implies the claim because
here, the last inequality follow from α i β i ≤ K 2 , which is shown similarly to To that end pick ǫ 2 > ǫ 1 > 0 with ǫ 1 /ǫ 2 sufficiently small and then Z ∈ R such that e(s) + e(−s) ≤ Z s when s ∈ (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 ) in any of these local coordinate systems. We will show that, in fact e(s) + e(−s) ≤ K 2 (Z + C ) s for all s. This is accomplished by applying the graph transform to get expressions for e(s) on smaller domains. In linearizing coordinates we have −(s t ) = (−s) t and hence
for all t ≥ T for some T . Here, the last inequality used s β −1 ≤ K 2 αs , which follows from (6) . For this T we choose ǫ 1 /ǫ 2 such that the regions {s | s ∈ (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 )} and {s | s −T ∈ (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 )} overlap properly, i.e., s −T = ǫ 2 ⇒ s > ǫ 1 . This produces a recursive improvement as follows: For the annulus {s | s ∈ (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 )} we assume the Z -Zygmund condition in all local charts; in particular, it is known also for {s | s −T ∈ (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 )}. Applying the graph transform for time T then gives the K 2 (Z + C )-Zygmund condition on the image of the annulus {s | s −T ∈ (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 )} and hence on the union of this annulus with the annulus {s | s ∈ (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 )}; by construction this is an annulus with smaller inner radius. But we can do the same again, starting with the annulus {s | s −2T ∈ (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 )} and applying the graph transform for time 2T . This gives the same K 2 (Z +C )-Zygmund regularity on an annulus of yet smaller inner radius, and so on. Then this recursively establishes that e, hence A and
Zygmund.
AN OBSTRUCTION TO HIGHER REGULARITY
The regularity in Proposition 5.1 is sharp. To see this, we recognize an obstruction to higher regularity. 
That is, for each pair of charts (and dropping Ψ in the notation) we define a quadratic form
where η(s) is as in (3). We will show that this defines the cohomology class of a cocycle KAM : M × R independently of charts.
Sometimes we write KAM for KAM p,T and KAM s for KAM(s, ·). We now study this obstruction more carefully, showing that it is a well-defined cocycle. Proof. Let p be a T -periodic point. Then
Proof. Writing
Recursively, this gives
If e has modulus of continuity o(|x log |x||), then e(s nT ) s nT log s nT → 0 as n → ∞, and by rate symmetry so does
and hence also
so KAM p,T = KAM = 0 by rate symmetry.
LIPSCHITZ CONTINUITY
We now study what happens when the longitudinal KAM-cocycle is trivial. As a first step we show that this allows more perfectly adapted coordinate systems.
LEMMA 7.1. If the longitudinal KAM-cocycle is a coboundary then there are nonstationary local coordinates in which it vanishes identically.
Proof. If the longitudinal KAM-cocycle is null-cohomologous then there is a bi-
With the notations from the proof of Lemma 6.4 define a coordinate change at p by 
Then (10) with a = c = a 
(Compare with the beginning of the proof of Proposition 5.1.) Analogously to Proposition 5.1 pick ǫ 2 > ǫ 1 > 0 and Z such that e(s) ≤ Z s for s ∈ (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 ) in any coordinate system. Then the first calculation in Proposition 4.2 becomes
From here one concludes as in Proposition 5.1.
APPENDIX A. THE ZYGMUND CONDITION IN CHARTS
In Definition 1.3 we introduced the notion of Zygmund-regularity and said that for maps between manifolds this definition is applied in smooth local coordinates. Implicit in this assertion is that this notion is unaffected by precomposing with a smooth map. While this is widely used in dynamical systems, no proof seems to be readily available in the literature, possibly because this notion was introduced in connection with Fourier series, where this is not a natural question to ask.
We here provide a proof of this fact that was kindly supplied to us by Rafael de la Llave. REMARK A.2. The more natural result would be that a composition of Zygmundregular maps is itself Zygmund-regular, but this is not true (e.g., for f (x) = g (x) = x log |x|). It is not even clear whether f • g is Zygmund-regular if g is only C 1 .
Since the C 1+α hypothesis is pervasive in hyperbolic dynamical systems, the theorem we supply here is useful enough.
Proof of Theorem A.1. Suppose f (x + h) + f (x − h) − 2 f (x) ≤ Z h for all x ∈ V and sufficiently small h and write
where R x (±h) ≤ const. h 1+α because g ∈ C 1+α .
Since Zygmund regularity implies modulus of continuity O(|x log |x||) [20, Section II.3, Theorem (3·4)], we also have
Consequently,
for some Z ′ > 0 and sufficiently small h .
REMARK A.3.
The same argument shows also that the property of being "little Zygmund" is preserved by smooth changes of variable.
Although this is not needed in the present work, we also provide a proof (supplied by Rafael de la Llave as well) that the property of being C 1+Zygmund (that is, of being differentiable with Zygmund derivative) is preserved under smooth coordinate changes. This is interesting in part because one needs less regularity in the coordinate change than C 2+α , which is what analogy with the preceding result would suggest. Also, C 1+Zygmund is the critical regularity in [14] . Proof. Write
and note that each summand is O(h).
REMARK A.6 (de la Llave). It appears that for k ≥ 2 the composition of C k+Zygmund maps is again C k+Zygmund : For instance, if k = 2 we find that For Zygmund-regularity of fractional order these issues are treated comprehensively in [17] . 
